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Introduction

The second UK UNIX* Usersl Group Meeting was marked by a one day technical
conference, held at the Kelvin Conference Centre of Glasgow University.
The meeting did not seem to be as well attended as first one at Westfield·
College, (see Die Note 938) possibly due to the venue. Apparently the per
son who asked for a venue in the North faiJed to attend!

The Conference Talks

Introduction and Welcome.
Sunil Das (City University)

As Chairman, Suni 1 told us of the new timetable, since Sheila Roberts of
Bristol University had been unable to attend, and also of the intention of
holding the third meeting of the UKUUG at City University on 16th December.

EUUG Paris Meetina.
Dave Ti lbrook (Imperial Software)

Having organised three meetings for the UNIX community, Dave gave detai IJ
1of the forthcoming Paris extravaganza in April. No expense has been

spared, with speakers from Bell Labs. (but not AT&T!') and even simultaneous

*UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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translation into other languages for the sessions. and back to English for
the French and German Speakers .

.York Implementation of X25 under UNIX.
Steve Smith· (York University)

Steve took over the X25 development at Yo;~ woen Keith Ruttle left the pro
ject~ Currently there are over 100 cp~s .icenced te run the York software,
which d6es not include Perqs. The sof:wa·e provides terminal access, fi Ie
transfer and mai 1. There are also pja~s to rur. uucp over X25, and also for
job transfer and manipulation. (This snouit have been described by Sheila
Roberts, who could not attend. A.s I had used the York software, it may
have proved interesting.)

He descr ibed the protoco I Iayer mode I (i.e. the Ra inbow Books) and how the
software real ises the various protocols. nowever, the software doe impose
some restrictions on the 1976 Pa:ket leve c: :he X25 standard, and also on
some of the Coloured Book recommendations. he toen went on to describe the
interface between the host high level routines, and the lower levels pro
vided in the Falcon front end processor. Cor.nu~icatior. between the two is
by means of the York InterProcessor Preloce]. I~e ~IP? is simple, with no
error correction, no expl icit flow con~rcl. is n~s~ an~ front end processor
demand synchronised, and allows 16 sof:ware chan~els to be mult~plexed onto
one phys ica 1 line.

Steve then discussed the host network :erminal handling, how each X29/TS29
:a11 ~i~5 cn:c a YIPP channel, ~~::~ ~e;_:~e s~e~:a: ~e~nE: rc~tines. The
sequence of events needed to instigate a :erminal session was outl ined.
Actual network access is made using a suite of rou~ines provided in a netio
l'ibrary, which hides the host/fep protocols, and network i/o from the user.

'..

Steve saJd that the software was very reliable, although various claims
• from the r lcor gainsaid this. One comment was "Our system has crashed once

in three months - what are we doing wrong?" which seemed to sum up the
feelings on reI iabil ity! Currently, there is work on making the software
far more modular than it is at present. as wel] as work on tuning the per
formance. Up unti 1 now, all of the efforL has gone into producing a work
ing product, and now that that goal has been reached it is hoped to improve
the efficiency.

r

Multiple UNIBUSes, UDA-50s and System \'2.
Nigel Martin (Instruction Set)

This started out with a br ief- talk on versions of U~IX as suppl ied. System
V2 was highl ighted as being a particularly unhelpful system to install,
since it only has drivers for two sorts of cisk, anc if you tell the
installation boot program that you do no: have either it bales out. The
talk then degenerated into a sales pitcn for N Xl, a port version of' System
V2 which seems to contain drivers for ali ~he devices known to man, or DEC
anyway! Unfortunately, only available as a binary system.

The Implementation of Rob Pike's Layers Code for Bit MaD Disolays.
Simon Kenyon (Prime Computers)

Rob Pike of Bell Labs. saw the Perq ana cecicec that he could do better.
,After being advised by the AT&T lawyers ·hat he could not call his new
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terminal the Jerq, the Bl it appeared, now known as the Teletype 5620· Simon
showed a video of the Bl it in operation, and some of the associated
software to uti 1ise it. Unfortunately, the 81 it costs about 6K dollars,
the software is designed for System V, and you have to buy all of the asso
ciated software, a total of about 25K dollars.

After consultation with Rob Pike, Simon set about produce the bit map han
dling software, based on the way the Bl it does it. By providing simple
structures to represent the windows, simple routines could be used to
display the windows. Actually, each window is represented as a linked 1ist
of structures, each structure contains a bit map and also indicators to
show whether that section of a window is obscured, etc. The basic method
involves displaying the window on the screen if it is not obscured,· other
wise recursively dividing the window into sub-windows and trying to display
them.

Simon said that he would post the sources for what he had done so far onto
Usenet. The most incredible part came when he was asked what terminals he
had used the routines on. As Simon has only just moved to Prime, and this
is not an official project; he did not have access to a graphics terminal,
so he uses a plotting routine which dumps the "screen" area of memory onto
a 300 dot per inch Iine printer for displaying (and debugging) windows!

UNIX News and Mai I for ESPRIT.
Alex Diediew (GEC Hirst Research Labs)

Severai major European companies are collaborating to produce the system,
the main ones being Bul I, Siemens, 01 ivetti, GEC, and ICL as well as some
university contributors. The idea is to pool R&D work to compete with the
USA and Japan. The services wi II eventually include message passing,
document/file transfer, as well as mail and news, and is based, initially
anyway, on uucp. This is to aid development, and software distri~ution and
portabil ity.

UKNET /EUNET.
Lee McGloughlin (Westfield College)

As there are due to be major changes and development of the UKNET in the
near future, Lee did not feel he could talk on the subject at the moment.·
He mentioned that UKNET has had to start charging for use since the demise
of the free connection to vax135. This works out at 3p per Kbyte of Euro
pean traffic, and 73p per Kbyte for traffic to the USA.

Shortly a new naming scheme will be appl ied to Usenet in general, to bring
it into 1ine with the ARPANET convention. The existing method of naming,
i.e. "a!b!c" (user c at b routed through a) wi 11 move to Ilc@b.gb.uucpll in
the not too distant future. Each domain can be sub~divided, so there is no
reason why there could not be a IIdrg@rlvc.ral .gb.uucpll style of use. If
traffic is Iimited to a given domain. any following domains may be omitted
e.g. "drg@rlvc.ralll. In order that sites with binary only systems will
still be able to use the faci 1ities, an interim format allowJ

!lIa!c@b.gb.uucpll. There was quite a heated discussion about the move from
the existing address style. especially over who would control the address
registration. and over possible confusion with the JANET naming scheme,
e.g. IIc@uk.bll•
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A UNIX-based System for Software Configuration ~anaoement.
M ichae I Hughes CPaisIey ColIege)

.The Project Development Environment (POE) produced at Paisley allows long
fi Ie names (even under V7), project defined attributes, multiple versions,
projects and project hierachies, and controlled access. By providing an
alternative C 1ibrary, and reI inking some utilities, the fi Ie names that
the.user sees are mapped into unique ones, using attributes defined for
each object, project and user. This means that each user sees the same set
of names as every other user, although the mappin~ of the unique names to
user names may mean that the users see different versions 0& the files. By
as~ociating different access attributes to different users and projects, it
is possible to control the access to sets of files, and also to do some
checking on developments, e.g. any changes to files may be automatically
logged.

Persistent Programmino Project.
M ichae 1 Atk inson (GIasgow Un ivers ity)

Strongly typed languages have existed for quite a whi Ie, and it has been
noted that in the majority of cases, a stron~ly typed language aids the
debugging of software. However, strong typing only exists at execution
time for most of these languages, so any' data stored beyond the running of
the program has to be expl icitly written, and then expl icitly read again
at the next run of the pr.ogram. For those systems which have a large
amount of long lived data, it may take a lot of software effort to extract
the information each time. In ap;:.:i ca t lcns SUCit as da tacas e systems, the
type of any stored item is unl ikely to change between successive runs.

The project set out to design a language where the type of a stored object
is also retained. As;'t turns out though, it is not desirable to have a
persistent data structure which is too strongly typed otherwise effort is

• sometimes expended unnecessarily in manipulating the objects. The project
has managed. to produce a firmly typed persistent programming language, PS
A Igol •

Conclusion

The organisers thought to produce a questionaire so that people could give
their views on the conference, especially after being asked to provide an
alternative venue at the first conference. I found, and as far as I could
tell the general opinion was the same, that the conference had been well
organised, and had been interesting and worthwhile. Apart from Nigel Mar
tin and his talk on NUXI; all of the talks had been aimed at imparting
information, rather than delivering a sales pitch. It is interesting to
find out what is actually being done within the U~iX community, rather than
re 1y i ng on "propr ietory brand" software announcements.
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